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The fastest way to the perfect solder joint
The MY600 Jet Printer allows you to produce complex boards 
with unmatched precision at a speed of more than one million dots 
per hour. It handles fl exible substrates, board cavities and package-
on-package applications with ease. Its high-precision, non-contact 
nozzle ensures perfect solder paste deposits to reduce re-work 
and increase overall throughput.

Highest throughput, lowest cost of ownership
The MY600 Jet Dispenser is the fastest and most precise 
jet dispensing platform on the market. Its unique ability to jet fl uids 
such as adhesives, UV materials and epoxies on-the-fl y at high speed 
makes it perfect for today’s electronics industry. With MY600JD, 
you’ll see a dramatic increase in productivity with unrivalled place-
ment precision in a wide range of applications.

Jet any fl uid faster than ever before
The modular MY600JX allows you to quickly alternate between jet 
printing and jet dispensing. Both the ejector for solder paste jet printing 
and the applicator for jet dispensing have quick connects and are 
detected automatically and the correct parameter settings loaded. 
There is simply no better way to alternate between solder paste and 
assembly fl uids for mixed production, or to stay prepared for re-
purposing your investment for your next contract.

MY600 
Now the fastest platform on 
the market can do even more

Boost productivity in your 
most challenging applications 

SMT assembly requires your dispense 
system to be fast, precise and with the 
capability to jet dots and deposits that 
are suitable for small dies. These appli-
cations are challenging as they require 
the dispense system to handle small 
and large deposits next to each other, 
as well as cavities.

LED assembly often requires both 
solder paste and adhesive jetting. 
High precision jetting of solder paste 
is paramount for the LED to attach 
securely and adhesive needs to be 
dispensed at high speed to keep up 
with the production schedule and 
throughput requirements.

MEMS assembly or MEMS encapsu-
la tion requires high throughput while 
maintaining dispense accuracy, 
volume and position control. Lid attach 
requires the same capabilities together 
with good placement precision along 
the perimeter of a package cavity.

PCB assembly with SMA or other adhesives is a common 
application. The sometimes complex patterns and extensive 
travel distances require a motion system with high speed 
and acceleration to meet the expectations from a global 
industry with high throughput requirements.

Chip assembly requires accurate control over volume 
and precision placement of materials. Small to very small 
material deposits are the norm. Dispense system speed 
is critical to meet the needs in the industry.

Nearly a decade ago, the fi rst Mycronic Jet Printer opened up entirely new possibilities for the 
SMT industry. With its highly accurate, on-the-fl y solder paste jet printing, it allowed the most 
demanding manufacturers to achieve optimal solder joints of any shape and size – on demand. 
Today the MY600 platform incorporates three highly productive models for solder paste jet 
printing and jet dispensing of assembly fl uids. Prepare to take on entirely new applications with 
the industry’s most productive jet printing and dispensing platform.

MY600JP

MY600JD

MY600JX



Versatility
Maximize your investment by adapting 
to either solder paste jet printing or 
adhesive jet dispensing.

Flexibility
Changeover time between jet printing 
and jet dispensing is reduced to a 
minimum by the fl exible quick-connect 
system.

Space e�  cient
Use your fl oor space e�  ciently by 
using by using the same machine for 
a range of jobs and applications.

Ease of use
The GUI gives you full control of the 
machine and allows you to create 
segment orders and edit dispense 
parameters.
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MY600JP
The fastest way to 
the perfect solder joint

Design freedom
Ideal for shielding, fl exible substrates, 
cavities, package-on-package and 
mixed technology boards.

Superior quality
Perfect volume control for each 
individual solder joint, independent 
of operator.

100% software driven
Prepare a new job o� -line in minutes 
from any CAD or Gerber data. 
Allow product changes down to 
batch size one.

Fast NPIs
Paste volume adjustments in minutes 
instead of days.

No stencils
Eliminate stencil storage, cleaning 
and handling and stop waiting for 
stencil deliveries.

Repeatability
Automatic board stretch and board 
warpage compensation.

MY600JD
Highest throughput, 
lowest cost of ownership

From small to large dots and low- to high-viscosity fl uids, 
the MY600 Jet Dispenser ensures high productivity no 
matter what type of board you are producing.

In mixed production environments, the MY600JX allows you to 
quickly change from solder paste jet printing to high-speed jet 
dispensing of adhesives, UV materials, epoxies and more. 

The MY600 Jet Printer makes it possible to handle the 
most challenging boards and components with micrometer 
accuracy, maximum speed and perfect quality solder joints. 

Accuracy
Maintains high positional accuracy
at throughputs up to 10 times higher 
than other systems.

Non-contact jet dispensing
Adjustable jet velocity with 
outstanding volume repeatability.

Reliable design
Pneumatic drive separated from 
fl uid path, and no sliding fl uid seals 
or shafts to clean or replace.

Large selection of fl uids
Jets a large selection of fl uids 
at up to 400,000 cps.

Easy maintenance
Few wear parts and easily fi eld-
replaceable components.

Maximum productivity, minimal maintenance
With a throughput rate up to 10 times higher than traditional dispensers, 
the MY600JD is the market’s fastest dispensing platform. The HV-2000JD 
applicator is ideal for dispensing a variety of assembly fl uids in multiple 
applications. Its simple yet robust design has few wetted parts, all of 
which are durable and long-lasting. All wetted parts are also easily 
accessible, which means the unit can remain on the machine during 
maintenance to ensure low running costs and minimal stoppage time.

The ultimate in jet printing and dispensing
The modular MY600JX platform makes it possible to replace your glue 
dispenser with a faster, more versatile solution. Simply switch cassettes 
to change between pre-confi gured Jet Printer or Jet Dispenser settings 
– and always remain ready to adapt to the next job. When it comes to 
alternating between solder paste and assembly fl uid applications, the 
MY600JX is the ultimate tool for e�  cient mixed-assembly production.

Perfect precision with ultimate design freedom
For many manufacturers, the drawbacks of screen printing are 
becoming increasingly clear. In fact, a signifi cant majority of all PCB 
defects can be traced back to the screen printing process. And for 
every quality challenge solved with traditional needle dispensers 
comes a new bottleneck in line utilization. With solder paste jet printing, 
these compromises are a thing of the past.

As boards and components become smaller, smarter and more 
complex, jet printing stands out as the most e�  cient solution for the 
modern electronics industry. Fully software-driven and with complete 
solder paste volume control, the MY600 is the optimal way to ensure 
perfect quality solder joints at high speed – even in the industry’s 
most challenging applications.

MY600JX
Jet any fl uid faster 
than ever before
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Technical data 
MY600

Software customized 
for your business

At the heart of the MY600 platform is an advanced self- 
learning data preparation system – one that stores your process 
knowledge to improve speed and quality with every job.  
In today’s digitally driven production environment, there’s no 
better way to boost performance across your entire factory floor.

O�ine Programming Import all common CAD/Gerber formats.  
Quick mode programming with automatch.

Online Editing
Create and edit segment orders of 
your unit cells and set parameters  
online with the intuitive GUI.

MY600JD/JP/JX

Gantry type X / Y Linear motion

Servo Advanced DSP Motion Control

Gantry acceleration 3g

Gantry travel speed 1.5 m/s

Position resolution 0.2 um

Power requirements Three phase AC 6.6 kVA

Machine weight 2 000 kg (4,400 lbs)

MY600JD/JP/JX

Max board weight 5 kg (11 lbs)

Max work area 508 x 508 mm (20” x 20”)

Minimum board size 70 x 50 mm (2.7” x 2”)

Extended board size* 762 x 508 (30” x 20”)

Maximum board size** 1524 x 508 mm (60”x20”)

MY600JP MY600JD

Applicator type Piezo ejector Pneumatic valve

Droplet size 5-20 nl*** 5-1000 nl

Min dot diameter 330 μm*** 250 μm

Nozzle sizes N/A 50-400 μm

Syringe size 30 cc 5, 10, 30 cc

MY600JP MY600JD

Single dot Cp ≥ 1.0 ±54 μm @ 3σ ±35 μm @ 3σ

Single dot Cpk ≥ 1.0 ±62 μm @ 3σ ±40 μm @ 3σ

Placement performance 40 500 cph **** 400 000 dph

 *  Requires the Board Indexing software option
 **  Requires the Board Indexing software option and external conveyors
 ***  Application specific down to 260 μm / 3 nl
 ****  With High Speed option

For a complete system specification see MY600 Specification.

The MY600’s data preparation tool lets you create a new program in 
minutes and perform changeovers in seconds. Just import data, drag, 
drop and adjust to optimize deposits, and press start. An automatch 
function ensures quick startup with improved repeatability, and all the 
latest settings are stored for each pad and component, making it easier  
to achieve a perfect process result every time.

These advanced automation features completely remove the need for  
parameter settings such as paste volume, needle size, dwell time or 
retract speed. In addition to almost completely eliminating the risk  
for human errors, the MY600’s closed-loop, software-driven system 
allows your entire data set to be easily integrated with the rest of your 
production environment to ensure the absolute highest level of factory- 
wide automation.

Long board add-on capabilities 
and automatic board stretch 
compensation make the MY600JP 
ideal for boosting throughput and 
quality in LED applications.

MOTION SYSTEM

BOARD HANDLING

CAPABILITY

ACCURACY AND REPEATABILITY
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 NETHERLANDS
Mycronic B.V.

High Tech Campus 10
5656 AE

Eindhoven
Netherlands 

Tel: +31 402 62 06 67
Fax: +31 402 62 06 68

SINGAPORE
Mycronic Pte., Ltd.

9 Tagore Lane, #02-08/09
9@Tagore

Singapore 787472
Tel: +65 6281 7997

Fax: +65 6281 7667

SOUTH KOREA
Mycronic Co. Ltd.

3rd Floor, Jung-San
Bldg. 1026-8

Sanbon-Dong, Gunpo-Si
Gyeonggi-Do, 15808

South Korea
Tel: +82 31 387 5111

Fax: +82 31 388 0087 

UK
Mycronic Ltd.

Unit 2, Concept Park
Innovation Close

Poole, Dorset, BH12 4QT
UK

Tel: +44 1202 723 585
Fax: +44 1202 723 269

USA
Mycronic Inc.

320 Newburyport Turnpike
Rowley, MA 01969

USA
Tel: +1 978 948 6919

Fax: +1 978 948 6915

mycronic.com

SWEDEN
Mycronic AB
PO Box 3141
Nytorpsvägen 9
SE-183 03 Täby
Sweden
Tel: +46 8 638 52 00
Fax: +46 8 638 52 90

CHINA 
Mycronic Co., Ltd.
Unit 106, E Block
Lane 168, Da Duhe Road. 
Putuo District, 200062
Shanghai 
P.R. China
Tel: +86 21 3252 3785/86
Fax: +86 21 3252 3780

FRANCE
Mycronic S.A.S.
1 rue de Traversière - CS 80045
94513 Rungis Cedex 1
France
Tel: +33 1 41 80 15 80
Fax: +33 1 46 86 77 89

GERMANY
Mycronic GmbH
Biberger Straße 93
D-82008 Unterhaching
Germany
Tel: +49 89 4524248-0
Fax: +49 89 4524248-80

JAPAN
Mycronic Technologies KK
Chofu Center Bldg.
1-18-1 Chofugaoka, Chofu-shi
Tokyo 182-0021
Japan
Tel: +81 42 433 9400
Fax: +81 42 433 0015 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
Mycronic, MYDATA, MYDATA automation and MY; MY100, MY100DX, MY100SX, MY100LX, MY100e, MY100HXe, MY100DXe, MY100SXe, MY100LXe, MY200, 

MY200HX, MY200DX, MY200SX, MY200LX, MY500, MY600, MY600JD, MY600JP, MY600JX and MYSynergy; T3, T4, T5 and T6; HYDRA Speedmount, Midas, 
ISIC; Agilis, Agilis Linear Magazine (ALM), Agilis Linear Magazine Flex (ALM FLEX), Agilis Stick Magazine (ASM), Agilis Tray Magazine (ATM), Mycronic Tray 

Exchanger (TEX), Mycronic Tape Magazine (TM), Mycronic Tray Wagon Magazine (TWM); Mycronic Dip Unit (DPU); Mycronic SMD Tower; Mycronic Standard 
Vision System (SVS), Mycronic Dual Vision System (DVS), Mycronic Linescan Vision System (LVS), Mycronic HYDRA Vision System (HVS); Mycronic Assembly 

Process Management (APM) including; JPSys, TPSys, MYLabel, MYPlan, MYCenter, MYTrace, MYCam, FlowLine and Cad Conversion are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of Mycronic AB. Mycronic is ISO 9001:2008 certified.


